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This paper reports on the results of a comparative study of user search logs in two large-scale, domain-specific digital libraries functioning in the United States: the National Science Digital Library and Opening History. Results demonstrate varying levels of use of advanced search options and substantial differences in the search query lengths, search query frequencies, and distribution of search categories in queries. The empirical data on how the members of the target communities search can be used in deriving important information for domain-specific digital library developers' decisions regarding both the details of information organization and support of various search features.

A growing number of large-scale digital libraries, portals that aggregate millions of digitized or born-digital items of historical, cultural, or educational value that are organized into digital collections, have been developed in recent decades. While many of these large-scale digital libraries have been created for the general public, some serve more specific audiences of scholars and educators in different disciplines or domains, for example, history, science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), etc.

To improve user interaction with large-scale digital libraries and to make sure they successfully meet their users’ information needs, the design and development of large-scale digital libraries’ discovery and access systems should be informed by general user tasks such as finding, identifying, selecting, and obtaining information as well as by the needs and information-searching patterns of their specific intended user communities. Various groups of users (e.g., researchers, educators, and enthusiasts) may use digital libraries differently because of their varying information needs; moreover, users’ information-searching strategies may differ in the large-scale digital libraries that function in distinct domains, or subject areas. These differences may require specific policies regarding the organization and description of information objects in large-scale digital libraries.

The extensive digitization and organization of large-scale digital libraries require in-depth research of current trends in use of these emerging and rapidly developing resources. However, systematic investigation into the user searching
in the context of large-scale digital libraries is in its infancy. In particular, virtually no research studies have compared user searching in domain-specific large-scale digital libraries. The study reported in this article sought to begin bridging this gap by answering the following research question: What are the differences and similarities in user searching behavior between the two large-scale digital libraries geared toward two different user groups? The results of this research could be useful for professionals applying cataloging practices and procedures for digital materials and addressing resource description and metadata for digital collections.

**Literature Review**

**Large-Scale Digital Libraries Serving US History and STEM Education and Research**

In the US, digitization of valuable information resources has been supported with federal and state funding for over fifteen years. The Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) has awarded National Leadership Grants and Library Services and Technology Act grants to more than five hundred digitization projects of various scales since 1998. The National Science Foundation (NSF) has funded more than three hundred STEM digital collections.

To offer easy access to rich pools of information objects that are available in digital format because of efforts of hundreds of digitization projects over the years, large-scale digital libraries aggregate hundreds of separate collections and function as portals to these collections and the individual items contained in them. Large-scale digital libraries provide innovative solutions in transitioning learning and teaching to the digital platform. Many of these large-scale digital libraries were created for the general public (e.g., the European Library, and IMLS Digital Collections and Content). Others serve more specific audiences of educators, students, and scholars in different disciplines or domains.

Cultural heritage materials of historical and educational value, particularly resources about local and national history, have been a priority in mass digitization initiatives, especially in the early stages in 1990s and 2000s. Therefore many large-scale digital libraries were created for users in the domain of history. In the United States, many of them function at the state level (e.g., the Portal to Texas History; http://texashistory.unt.edu), some at the regional level (e.g., Mountain West Digital Library; http://uwdl.org), and several were created at the federal level. The American Memory (AM; http://memory.loc.gov) is without doubt the most well-known large-scale digital library in the US history domain. Although comparatively small in collection size, AM aggregates the most carefully selected information resources of the highest quality. This digital library was created by the Library of Congress (LC), in cooperation with other cultural heritage institutions, in the mid-1990s with financial support from the IMLS. Similarly, IMLS funded creation of the Opening History (OH) digital library (http://imlsdcc.grainger.uiuc.edu/history). This digital library was a spin-off from the IMLS Digital Collections and Content (IMLS-DCC; http://imlsdcc.grainger.uiuc.edu) portal to all digital collections supported by IMLS, with the purpose of further developing the strongest content area in the IMLSDCC (US history) and providing access to it. OH's primary user group was broadly defined as history researchers, including both academic and nonacademic history scholars; teachers and students at undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate levels; and genealogists and "citizen historians." OH functioned as a separate entity from October 2008 to July 2012 and quickly became the largest aggregation of digitized content in the United States with more than 1,500 digital collections and more than a million items. In August 2012, OH was absorbed by its parent digital library, IMLSDCC.

Another important domain served by large-scale digital libraries is STEM. In the past decade, STEM digital libraries became major players in STEM education. The NSDL (http://nsdl.org) was organized by the NSF in 2000 for administrators, educators, general public, learners, parents/guardians, professionals/practitioners, and researchers. As the demand for access to high-quality resources in the area of STEM education for teachers and learners grows, NSDL serves as a starting point to locate and retrieve these discipline-specific resources in a variety of formats for different learning levels. NSDL aggregates educational resources that are available online from a wide variety of providers. The majority of these resources are free, based on Open Educational Resource (OER) access. The resources are organized by educational level (from pre–kindergarten to higher education, including informal education and professional development education). They are grouped by resource type (assessment materials, audiovisual, instructional material, reference material, and other). Subject categories are STEM disciplines, e.g., Education, History/Policy/Law, and others, including a General subject section. The NSDL offers well-defined search, browse, and help instruments, which include keyword searching, browsing collections by subject area, combining search by broad subject area and audience, limiting search to new collections, etc. The NSDL serves not only as a resource repository, but also provides useful services and tools for professional development of educators and for network collaboration among the members of NSDL audiences.

To effectively deliver content of large-scale digital libraries to their respective user groups, improve users' interaction with digital libraries, and facilitate efficient information retrieval, digital library services must adjust to the evolving needs and information-seeking behavior patterns of
user groups in the online environment. The following will provide a historical perspective on research into information searching and review the literature that addresses how users search for information in online environment.

**User Searching: From Card Catalogs to Digital Libraries**

People engage in searches to satisfy their information needs. Searching is one of the two major types of interactions between users and discovery and access systems such as library catalogs, databases, search engines, or digital libraries. User searching is expressed through queries: sets of one or more symbols (e.g., words or phrases) combined with other syntax and used as commands for the information retrieval system to locate potentially relevant content indexed by that system. The query is a key theoretical construct in both the information-retrieval systems research and the information searching behavior research fields.

Many library catalog use studies, conducted in the 1930s to early 1970s and summarized by Krikelas in 1972, compared how traditional library card catalogs were searched and how different bibliographic description elements (fields) of the catalog card were used by library patrons. It was found that author, title, subject headings, call number, and date of publication were heavily consulted by users while place of publication, publisher, edition, and content notes tended to be consulted less often; size, series note, and illustration statement were of less interest to library users.

The early automated catalogs of 1970s, mostly due to hardware and software limitations, had less functionality than card catalogs and were used by and designed specifically for library staff trained in technology. Only in the early 1990s did end users receive direct access to public access catalogs. Largely because online catalogs brought in new affordances of “search capabilities indexing,” which include keyword searching, Boolean searching, truncation, and multi-index searching, users initially expressed much greater satisfaction with online catalogs than with traditional library card catalogs. Such patterns of user searching as the use of Boolean operators and controlled vocabulary in online catalogs were analyzed in many studies. Boolean searching was found to be ineffective, not only because the majority of library users—even highly educated ones—experienced difficulties with Boolean logic concepts, but also because the execution order of Boolean commands was not standardized across different online catalogs. Moreover, some research from the early 1990s found that performance is improved in systems that do not require Boolean operators for complex queries. Many studies demonstrated that users of online catalogs tend to use simple keyword searches more often than any type of advanced search that allows them to search with controlled vocabulary terms.

Digital libraries have been developed since the late 1990s. User expectations of digital libraries were shaped by experiences with major easy-to-use search engines (predominantly Google), widely used transactional sites (e.g., Amazon and eBay), the popularity of computer games, and changes in the Western society in general: greater speed of developments, perceived need for immediate gratification, a more information-rich environment, and the popular heuristic of “satisficing” (i.e., an approach when the user is satisfied with “good enough” results that reach the minimum acceptability threshold by meeting some of the criteria and sacrificing other criteria). As a result, users typically expect much more from digital libraries than from conventional library services. These expectations include comprehensiveness, accessibility, immediate gratification, ease of use, and availability of data in multiple formats. Expectations of digital library services are often too high (although this is somewhat context-dependent) and are combined with a lack of appreciation of basic points, such as that digital library collections are created based on the knowledge of user groups’ needs.

A study released by British Library researchers in 2008 found that the main characteristics of user behavior include horizontal information seeking (a form of skimming activity, where searchers view just one or two pages from an academic site and then “bounce” out); extended navigation (people spend as much time finding their way around as actually viewing results); horizontal “power browsing” through titles, content pages and abstracts; squirreling behavior, where the user saves information—particularly free content—in the form of downloads for later use but rarely revisits it; and little time spent in evaluating information.

**Domain Knowledge and User Searching**

The term domain knowledge was first coined in 1991 by Allen, who found that information-seeking behavior (i.e., selection of search strategy and tactics) and the outcomes of the search depend to a large extent on a searcher’s level of
knowledge both on a specific search topic and the broader subject domain. This observation was confirmed by numerous other studies. Researchers found that domain experts focus on the answers to search questions and have clear expectations for both the answer and the context in which it would appear. For example, digital library user expectations, including “collection expectation”—an expectation that certain kinds of resources and information would be found in library or academic sources and not in search engines—differ by user domain and level of expertise.

Another important finding is that search tactics used by students change over time: as students acquire more domain knowledge on their research topic, they start to use wider and more specific vocabulary in their subject search. Studies show that when the domain knowledge is low, higher numbers of searches per session occur because of an inability to initially choose appropriate terms; more domain-knowledgeable students use advanced search options more but make fewer changes to their searches. It was also found that with an increase in the level of domain knowledge, users tend to use more terms in queries; domain experts use more effective strategy, conduct more complex searches, and incorporate more unique terms.

Many studies considered how representatives of a specific domain or discipline search for information. Studies have shown that scientists’ searching is usually aimed at specific questions or problems that they face when conducting an experiment, writing up results, or checking the accuracy of information in hand. Humanities researchers with high domain knowledge were found to use a variety of search types, with known author-title search being the least problematic. Success in more uncertain types of searches (e.g., a conceptual/discipline term search) was found to heavily depend on the level of the searcher’s domain knowledge and experience in using a particular digital library. Subject classifications were almost never used by academic searchers because the scholars’ conceptual models usually differed from that represented in the classification scheme.

Digital library users—humanities and social science researchers—were found to prefer searching to browsing, and some explained this by the lack of call number browsing capabilities in a digital library environment. The users—both students and scholars—in these domains have been found to actively use timeline and chronological browsing, and interactive map browsing, and express the need for search limit by date.

Researchers also analyzed for what the users of information systems—in particular, scholars (i.e., domain experts)—search. Previous studies of web searching discovered, for example, that humanities scholars most often include in their search queries personal names, geographic names, chronological terms, and discipline terms. As shown by other studies, water quality researchers frequently use topical, geographical, and format or genre search terms, and occasionally, chemical formulas, dates, names, and URLs. Medical researchers’ prevailing search query types were found to include laboratory/test results, disease/syndrome, body part/organ/organ component, pharmacological substance, or diagnostic procedure.

The user base for domain-independent information systems that are aimed at a broad user audience tends to include more novice than expert users, while the audience of domain-specific information systems that are aimed at the users in certain domain (e.g., history, science) typically includes a higher proportion of domain experts. The studies discussed above analyzed information seeking behavior of the users of domain-independent and domain-specific information systems of more traditional types: bibliographic databases, including library catalogs, and some web search engines. However, information seeking by users in either domain-specific or domain-independent information systems of the new type—openly accessible large-scale digital libraries comprising of digitized and born-digital, high-quality content for education and research—has not been previously researched and compared.

**Transaction Log Analysis Studies of User Searching**

Transaction logs recorded by the servers of information retrieval systems provide a wealth of data for analysis of various patterns of user information seeking expressed through queries. Transaction log analysis—“the study of electronically recorded interactions between online information retrieval systems and the persons who search for the information found in those systems”—is one of the methods actively used for unobtrusive observation of user behavior in various information retrieval systems. For example, Markey’s summary of research results of the studies into information seeking behavior conducted over the period of 25 years, demonstrates that many of these studies used transaction log analysis method. Transaction log data are often analyzed quantitatively. For example, Jansen, Spink, and Pedersen compared search query length and Boolean usage rates in different digital collections. Moulaison studied transaction logs and analyzed queries by the users of a college online public access catalog and indicated that the number of terms included in a search (a query length) and the number of search limits can serve as “measures of search complexity” and a way of “documenting the sophistication of the queries.” Transaction log analysis is frequently used in qualitative analysis. Several studies categorized web search queries into topical categories applying qualitative methods of research.

Despite the popularity of transaction log analysis as a research method for studying user information-seeking behavior, the potential of transaction log analysis has not
been used to its full capacity to benefit large-scale digital libraries’ development. Several published earlier studies have analyzed transaction logs of domain-specific, large-scale digital libraries such as the NSDL, AM, OH, or domain-independent, large-scale digital libraries such as IMLS DCC or the European Library. However, only two of these studies examined the content of the user search queries. Moreover, the user search queries in the various types of digital libraries aimed at different user communities have not been previously compared.

The study reported in this paper addresses this gap through a mixed-method comparative analysis of transaction log data for patterns of user searching in two representative domain-specific, large-scale digital libraries: OH and NSDL.

Research Method

While some large-scale digital libraries regularly collect transaction log data, others do not. Moreover, a variety of tools and methods are used to record transaction log data, which significantly complicates comparative analysis. To ensure a meaningful comparison, the decision was made to seek transaction log datasets collected using the same application. Two large-scale digital libraries that had collected transaction log data using the Google Analytics application as of January 1, 2010, and had made that data available to the researchers in late 2011—the NSDL and the OH portal—were selected as the targets of this investigation. All of the user search queries in these two large-scale digital libraries during the one-year period between January 1 and December 31, 2010, were included in the analysis.

The transaction log data collected by the Google Analytics application were imported into Microsoft Excel spreadsheet files for further analysis. A total of 28,531 non-empty search queries (i.e., the search queries that not only contained a search page URL and a search command, as in http://nsdl.org/search/?verb=Search&q=&submitButton=Search—but also contained a string of characters identifying the specific search term(s) used in the search, as in http://nsdl.org/search/?verb=Search&q=sharks=&submitButton=Search) were identified in the log samples. Many of the more popular search terms occurred more than once, so identical queries were grouped together and folded into unique search queries for each of the two domain-specific digital libraries. For example, if the Google Analytics search log file for a digital library contained five instances of user(s) searching with the same search term (e.g., “clouds”) at different points in time, for the purposes of further analysis, the authors counted them as a single unique search query “clouds” with five instances, or with a query frequency value of 5. This resulted in 13,965 unique search queries: 2,551 in OH and 11,414 in the NSDL.

Both quantitative and qualitative characteristics of user searching were assessed. Frequencies of occurrence (total and mean) were measured for basic and advanced search approaches. Variability measures—variance and standard deviation—were also assessed. In addition, query length and query frequency indicators were measured using traditional definitions and approaches applied in transaction log analysis studies as suggested by Spink et al., query length was measured as the number of words in a query, and query frequency was measured as the number of times a query appears in the dataset.

Unique search queries were categorized into ten search categories. These coding categories included seven bibliographic entities from three groups of entities in the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic References (FRBR) model—work entity from Group 1 (resource entities), person and corporate body entities from Group 2 (agent entities), and concept, object, event, and place entities from Group 3 (subject entities). One entity from the Functional Requirements for Authority Data (FRAD) model—family—was also adopted as a coding category. The researchers adopted the following definitions for the search categories from definitions of FRBR and FRAD entities:

- **work**—“a distinct intellectual or artistic creation.”
- **person**—“an individual . . . encompasses individuals that are deceased as well as those that are living” and “includes personas established or adopted by an individual through the use of more than one name (e.g., the individual’s real name and/or one or more pseudonyms), includes personas established or adopted jointly by two or more individuals (e.g., Ellery Queen—joint pseudonym of Frederic Dannay and Manfred B. Lee). Includes personas established or adopted by a group (e.g., Betty Crocker).”
- **family**—“two or more persons related by birth, marriage, adoption, or similar legal status, or otherwise present themselves as a family. Includes royal families, dynasties, houses of nobility, etc. Includes patriarchies and matriarchies. Includes groups of individuals sharing a common ancestral lineage. Includes family units (parents, children, grandchildren, etc.). Includes the successive holders of a title in a house of nobility, viewed collectively (e.g., Dukes of Norfolk).”
- **corporate body**—“an organization or group of individuals and/or organizations acting as a unit, encompasses organizations and groups of individuals and/or organizations that are identified by a particular name.”
- **concept**—“an abstract notion or idea . . . encompasses a comprehensive range of abstractions that may be the subject of a work: fields of knowledge, disciplines,
schools of thought (philosophies, religions, political ideologies, etc.), theories, processes, techniques, practices, etc. A concept may be broad in nature or narrowly defined and precise.45

- **object**—“a material thing . . . encompasses a comprehensive range of material things that may be the subject of a work: animate and inanimate objects occurring in nature, fixed, movable, and moving objects that are the product of human creation, objects that no longer exist.”49

- **event**—“an action or occurrence . . . encompasses a comprehensive range of actions and occurrences that may be the subject of a work: historical events, epochs, periods of time, etc.”50

- **place**—“a location . . . encompasses a comprehensive range of locations: terrestrial and extra-terrestrial, historical and contemporary, geographic features and geo-political jurisdictions.”51

The coding categories included only one entity—work—out of four FRBR family of models’ Group 1 (resource entities) categories that include work, expression, manifestation, and item. Despite the benefits of search log analysis as an unobtrusive method of observation, one of its limitations is the impossibility to detect from the user’s search query what exactly the user is expecting to find any instance of a work, its particular expression (e.g., Spanish translation), manifestation (e.g., 2nd edition), or a specific digital item/copy embodying the work. For this reason, only the broadest FRBR Group 1 entity—work—was adopted as a search category for this analysis.

In addition to the eight search categories listed above, two more search categories were used in this study: class of persons and ethnic group; they were derived from the earlier study by the first author of this paper.52 The following definitions were used for these search categories:

- **ethnic group**—people of the same race or nationality who share a distinctive culture (e.g., Irish Americans, Sioux Indian, Basque).

- **class of persons**—a group of people who share common attributes, characteristics, qualities, or traits other than race or nationality (e.g., children, graphic designers, prisoners).

Polysemic user search queries (i.e., search queries using the words that can have multiple meanings) were assigned to multiple categories. For example, a polysemic search query “network” was categorized as a concept (a network in abstract sense, e.g., social network, Internet, etc.) and an object (a physical network, e.g., fish net, spider web, etc.) while another polysemic search query “cologne” was categorized as an object (perfume type) and a place (a city in Germany). Most phrase queries also belonged to multiple categories. For example a “two eagles cherokee” query was categorized as object, person, and ethnic group while an “Atlanta 1864 map” query was categorized as place, event, and object. Whenever possible, search queries formulated in languages other than English were translated and categorized into appropriate search categories, e.g., German-language query “Anti faschisten,” which translates as “anti-fascists,” was placed into the class of people category, the French-language search query “revolution français,” which means “French revolution,” was categorized as an event search.

To assure that the results of the analysis were not “skewed by a single coder’s subjective judgment and bias,” this research employed two coders.53 The first author of this paper coded all of the 13,965 unique search queries in this dataset. A subset of 18.8 percent of unique search queries—10.51 percent of the NSDL dataset and 55.89 percent of the OH dataset—was coded by the second author. In the coding process, the authors worked independently of each other and applied the same coding instructions to the same subsets of the units of analysis.54 A detailed coding manual was developed to support coding activity; it included definitions and examples for each of the coding categories, along with other guidelines. The method had been originally developed and tested by the first author in the study on a sample of 500 search queries and later refined and tested in the study on a sample of 1,200 search queries.55 For example, the revised coding manual recommended categorizing the names of diseases and medical conditions—which often occurred in NSDL search queries—as concept searches if the affected organ was not explicitly indicated in the search query (e.g., “pneumonia”), as concept and object searches if the organ was named (e.g., “kidney dysfunction”) or if the pathogen causing disease was named in the query (e.g., “adenovirus common cold”), and as concept and person if the disease or condition name included the name of the person who first found or described it (e.g., “Down syndrome”).

To establish the reliability of the coding measures, one must examine the similarities and differences in the coders’ results and assess the “amount of agreement or correspondence among two or more coders” in coding (i.e., to measure intercoder agreement, also often referred to as intercoder reliability).56 To ensure that the findings of content analysis are reliable, it is generally recommended to measure intercoder agreement not only as a percentage (as in “two coders agreed with each other in categorizing 83 percent of search terms”), but also using one of the much more complex coefficients (e.g., Cohen’s Kappa), which are usually calculated with the help of statistical software packages such as SPSS, SAS, etc. An intercoder agreement coefficient of .90 or greater is considered acceptable to all, and one of .80 or higher is acceptable to most situations.57
In the study presented in this paper, a strong intercoder agreement—97.02 percent or Cohen’s Kappa of .877 for the NSDL dataset and 99.40 percent or Cohen’s Kappa of .976 for the OH dataset—was observed.

At the time of data collection, the NSDL—one of the pioneering digital libraries launched in 2000—was an established and widely used digital library, while OH—created almost a decade later, in 2008—was not yet as widely known to its potential users. A considerable difference in the levels of use of the two digital libraries resulted in an almost fivefold difference in sample sizes between the two digital libraries. To minimize the risk of uneven sample sizes skewing the study results regarding search query frequencies, particularly in relation to the fraction of queries that occurred only once, the authors of this paper decided to analyze and report relative numbers, or percentages (e.g., “30 percent of search queries in the A digital library and 35 percent of search queries in the B digital library had a query frequency of X or more”) rather than absolute numbers (e.g., “50 search queries in the A digital library and 320 of search queries in the B digital library had a query frequency of X or more”) whenever possible.

In addition, to make sure that differences or similarities observed in user searching between the two digital libraries of different domains did not occur by chance and are therefore real and worth considering in digital library development, the statistical significance of the comparative analysis findings was assessed. The most widely used method of assessment of statistical significance, which is considered appropriate for most types of data, is the t-test. When the t-test is not appropriate—for example, for binary data, where only two values (e.g., yes or 1, and no or 0) are possible, other methods of assessment (e.g., Chi-square test) are used. The authors of this paper used the t-test whenever applicable and substituted it with the Chi-square test as needed. In this study, a t-test was used to assess the statistical significance of the results for search query length, search query frequency, and number of search categories per search query; a Chi-square test was used to assess the statistical significance of the results for the frequencies of selection of advanced and basic search approaches and for the inclusion of particular search categories in users’ search queries.

The values of a t-test and Chi-square test are most often calculated with the help of statistical software packages using complex formulae; researchers have to preset the values for probability of error level (p) and degrees of freedom (df) before this calculation. These values are also necessary to interpret the results of the t-test and Chi-square test with the help of special tables developed by statisticians and to determine whether the findings are statistically significant. Usually, a probability of error level of .01 (p < .01), which means that a finding has a 99 percent chance of being true, is considered appropriate for establishing the statistical significance of research results with either the t-test or the Chi-square test. In this study, a probability of error level of .01 was used both in t-tests and in Chi-square tests. The degree of freedom for t-test is set based on the number of observations (e.g., search queries) and calculated as the number of observations minus 2. If the data are binary, like in the case with some of the data used in this research, the degree of freedom for a Chi-square test is set as 1. For t-tests with a probability of error level p < .01 and large value (i.e., more than 29) for degree of freedom, the value of a t-test over 2.341 indicates that the finding is statistically significant. For Chi-square tests with a probability of error level p < .01 and the degrees of freedom value df = 1, the value of a Chi-square test over 6.635 indicates that the finding is statistically significant. In the “Findings and Discussion” section of this paper, results of the t-test are reported as the value of t-test (t = X) calculated by the SPSS statistical software application, followed by the preset value of degrees of freedom (df = Y), and the preset value of probability of error level (p < Z), where X, Y, and Z are the specific numbers; for example, as “t = 8.09, df = 13963, p < .01.” The results of the Chi-square test are reported the same way, with the value of Chi-square test shown as Chi-square = X (for example, as “Chi-square = 567.5135, df = 1, p < .01”).

Findings and Discussion

User Search Approaches

Figure 2 displays search options that were enabled in the OH large-scale digital library at the time of this study. There were two types of item-level search where the user searches for individual information objects. The basic version of search for items allowed searching by keyword or phrase anywhere in item-level metadata records that describe individual items. The advanced version of search for items allowed searching by keyword or phrase anywhere in item-level metadata records, the faceted searching (i.e., a search in specific field(s) of the metadata record) by author/artist’s last name and/or by title/subject word(s), with a possibility to combine search fields and to limit results to specific digital collections selected from the dropdown menu. OH also thoughtfully provided its users with two collection-level search options to accommodate users interested in finding entire collections as opposed to individual items. The basic version of search collections allowed for a simple keyword search in all fields in collection-level metadata records that describe the collection of items as whole as opposed to individual items. The advanced version of search collections option augmented a simple keyword search in all fields in collection-level metadata records with a possibility to limit
search results to collections containing one or more of eight resource types: dataset, interactive resource, physical object, text, image, moving image, and sound.

Figure 3 shows the search options enabled in the NSDL. There is one simple keyword search window, with a possibility to limit search results using one or more of the seven education levels, one or more of the twelve resource types, and one or more of the fourteen broad subject areas. The NSDL does not provide separate search options for advanced item-level search in specific fields of a metadata record (i.e., faceted search) or for collection-level search.

As shown in table 1, most of the search queries in both digital libraries were basic keyword searches, although the percentage of basic keyword searches was significantly higher in OH. The use of various advanced search options was observed in fewer than 15 percent of search queries in OH but in almost 40 percent of search queries in the NSDL. Hence the users of the NSDL engaged in advanced searches much more often than OH users (Chi-square = 1001.602, df = 1, p < .01).

Table 2 shows the use of advanced search options in two digital libraries in more detail. Both digital libraries allow the use of various search limits as part of advanced searching (e.g., limit search results to certain collections or by certain object types or audiences). These limits were used in 12.58 percent of search queries in the OH sample. More than a third (38.28 percent) of search queries in the NSDL sample included one or more of search limits. Faceted search queries are the advanced search queries in which the user is allowed to search for matches in specific fields of metadata records. OH users had an option to search by author or by title and subject words. Faceted searching was observed in a small proportion (0.61 percent) of the OH search queries in the sample but not at all in the NSDL sample, which is explained by the absence of faceted search options in this digital library. Use of another advanced search feature—quotes for bound phrases (as in the “climate change and water” NSDL query or in the “John Cobb’ Bonneville” OH query)—was also observed infrequently (1.32 percent of search queries in OH and 0.79 percent of search queries in NSDL).

Search Query Lengths

Search query length is defined as the number of words in the query. For example, the query length of the “national parks” query is two, while the query length of the “John White’s narrative of the 1587 Virginia voyage” query is eight. Almost half of user search queries (47 percent) in the OH sample but only 29 percent of users’ search queries in the NSDL sample consisted of a single word. As shown in table 3, the search queries of the NSDL users varies more widely in length than those of OH users, which is demonstrated by higher variability—both variance (4.14 as compared to 2.58) and standard deviation (2.03 as compared to 1.61).
For OH, the search query length ranged from 1 to 13 words per query, while the NSDL range was much more considerable: 1 to 53 words. Search queries in NSDL were found, with statistical significance ($t = 8.09, df = 13963, p < .01$), to NSDL to tend to contain more words than search queries in OH. The average NSDL search query length (2.66 words) was found to be shorter than the average OH search query length (2.36 words).

### Search Query Frequencies

Search query frequency is the number of times certain identical queries are found in the transaction log dataset in a digital library. For example, a query “Wisconsin statehood” occurs only once over the period of twelve months in the OH sample, thus its query frequency equals 1; a query “planting” occurs six times in the same sample, thus its query frequency equals 6. Similarly, a query “Ohm’s law” occurs four times over the period of twelve months in the NSDL sample, thus its query frequency equals 4; a query “anticoagulant properties of snake venom” occurs eleven times in the same sample, thus its query frequency equals 11. This study revealed, with statistical significance ($t = 21.89, df = 13963, p < .01$), that the search queries of the NSDL users occurred more frequently than the search queries of OH users. As shown in table 4, the average NSDL search query frequency (6.54) was found to be considerably higher than the average OH search query frequency (1.75).

Query frequency had a much higher variability in NSDL search queries than in OH search queries—both in variance (534 compared to 2.76) and in standard deviation (23.1 compared to 1.66). In OH, all of the search queries occurred between 1 and 25 times. Similarly, in NSDL, the vast majority of search queries (97.28 percent) occurred between 1 and 25 times. Although some NSDL queries (e.g., “chemistry,” “relativity and Einstein,” “photosynthesis” etc.) occurred as often as 100 to 885 times their proportion in the total dataset was minuscule, measured in tiny fractions of a percent. Therefore the detailed analysis of search query frequency, results of which are presented in figure 4, focused around search queries that constituted at least 0.01 percent of all search queries in either digital library, i.e., the queries that ranged in query frequency from 1 to 25 (percentage values that are below 0.01 percent are not shown on figure 4). Two-thirds (65.7 percent) of search queries in OH and almost a half (48.55 percent) of search queries in NSDL occurred only once in their respective search log samples. While the number of search queries with frequencies of 1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 19, 20, and 25 were higher in the OH search log sample, search queries with frequencies of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 were more common in the NSDL search log sample.

### Search Categories

As discussed above, in the categorization of user search queries, the following categories were used: work, person, family, corporate body, concept, object, event, place, ethnic group, and class of persons. As discussed above, polysemic and most phrase queries search queries were assigned to multiple categories. Qualitative results of search query categorization were quantified and are reported here as percentages of search queries in which a certain search category occurred.

The presence of particular search categories in user search queries displayed noticeable differences between the two domain-specific digital libraries. As shown in figure 5, the top two categories observed in the OH search queries were place (e.g., “Chile”) with 34 percent of searches, and object (e.g., “drinking vessel”) with 31 percent of searches. It is worth noting that both of these categories belong to FRBR Group 3 of entities, or subject entities. Another Group 3 search category—concept (e.g., “civil right”)—was the fourth most common search category with 17 percent of search queries. However, the fourth FRBR Group 3 subject entity—event (e.g., “1935 meat strike”)—was observed in the search queries much less often than the other three (10 percent). The FRBR Group 2 (agent) search categories person (e.g., “Alfred R. Glancy Jr.”) and corporate body (e.g., “Dana College,” “Kapa Alpha Fsi”) were observed in 26 percent and 14 percent, respectively, of the search queries. The work search category (e.g., “Find It Illinois,” “how a colored woman aided john brown”) was observed in 9 percent of the search queries, while the class of persons (e.g., “fashion designers”) and ethnic group (e.g., “Cheyenne”) search categories were observed in 8 percent and 5 percent of user searches.
searches respectively. Finally, the family search category (e.g., “Wright brothers”) was observed in only 0.43 percent of unique search queries in OH.

In the NSDL search queries (figure 5), the distribution of search categories was different. Two search categories occurred significantly more often in the search queries of the NSDL users as compared to the queries of the OH users. This statistically significant difference was observed for the object search category (Chi-square = 292.7135, df = 1, p < .01), and the concept search category (Chi-square = 1944.959, df = 1, p < .01). Similar to the OH sample, object (e.g., “starfish student and teacher resource”) was one of the most frequently occurring search categories in the NSDL. However, this category occurred in the NSDL sample more often than in the OH sample (51 percent as compared to 31 percent of unique search queries). Unlike in OH search queries, concept (e.g., “epigenetics”) was the most frequently observed search category in the NSDL sample, with 64 percent of unique search queries containing concept. This is a considerably higher proportion of search queries than was found for OH (17 percent). Two search categories that were prevalent in OH search queries but occurred substantially less often in the NSDL search queries, with high statistical significance, included place (Chi-square = 2018.511, df = 1, p < .01) and person (Chi-square = 753.2203, df = 1, p < .01). The Place category (e.g., “Chesapeake bay”) was found in only 5 percent of NSDL search queries as opposed to 34 percent of OH search queries; person search category (e.g., “Nikolai Lobachevsky”) was found in only 7 percent of NSDL search queries as opposed to 26 percent of OH search queries. It was also found, with statistical significance, that several other search categories had occurred less often in user search queries in the NSDL than in OH: corporate body (Chi-square = 567.5135, df = 1, p < .01), ethnic group (Chi-square = 277.1274, df = 1, p < .01), event (Chi-square = 276.574, df = 1, p < .01), and class of persons (Chi-square = 50.4434, df = 1, p < .01). The corporate body search category (e.g., “NASA”) was present in only 3 percent of NSDL search queries as opposed to 14 percent of OH search queries; ethnic group category (e.g., “mayans”) was present in only 0.7 percent of NSDL search queries as opposed to 5 percent of OH search queries; event category (e.g., “middle ages”) was present in only 3 percent of NSDL search queries as opposed to 10 percent of OH search queries; and class of persons category (e.g., “meteorologist”) was present in only 3 percent of NSDL search queries as opposed to 8 percent of OH search.

Figure 4. Search query frequency distribution.
queries. The only search category where the difference in occurrence in NSDL and OH search queries was not statistically significant (Chi-square = 2.524082, df = 1, p < .2) was work search category. Finally, no family searches were observed in the user interactions with the NSDL, as compared to only 0.43 percent of OH search queries that contained the family search category.

As discussed above, in the process of analysis, polysemic search queries and most phrase search queries were assigned to multiple categories. The researchers found that although over half of all user search queries in the sample (59 percent in the NSDL and 55 percent in OH) belonged to single search category, a considerable proportion of search queries (45 percent in OH and 41 percent in the NSDL) were multi-category search queries. The number of categories in these multi-category search queries ranged from two to seven. Search queries of the OH users were found, with statistical significance (t = 8.71, df = 13479, p < .01), to contain more search categories than search queries of the NSDL users (see table 5).

As shown in figure 6, roughly a third of search queries (32 percent in the OH sample and 36 percent in the NSDL sample) combined two search categories. Representative examples include “Hisako eagle painting” (person and object), “mining Arizona Mohave county” (concept and place), “ADHD in teens” (concept and class of persons), and “Galapagos tortoise” (object and place).

The proportion of search queries with three and more search categories was low in both digital libraries. Ten percent of user search queries in the OH sample and 5 percent of queries in the NSDL sample included three search categories. Representative examples of three-category search queries include “California gold rush” (place, object, and event), “mechanics; Newton; acceleration; catapult; force; graphing; laws of motion; mass; motion” (concept, person, and object), and “Japanese culture United States” (ethnic group, concept, and place). Four-category search queries constituted 2 percent of all search queries in the OH transaction log sample, while only 0.4 percent of search queries in the NSDL sample comprised four search categories. Representative examples include “history of oil spills in the United States” (concept, event, object, and place) and “the megraw-hill dictionary of misspelled and easily confused words” (concept, object, corporate body, and work). A small fraction of search queries (0.45 percent in OH and 0.03 percent in the NSDL) included five search categories. For example, “fowler, h. w. 1914. fishes from the rupununi river, british guiana. proceedings of the academy of natural sciences of philadelphia v. 66:229–284” search query from NSDL included the categories: object, place, person, work, and corporate body. Finally, six category and seven category queries composed only 0.04 percent of the OH user
search queries each, while no multicategory search queries with more than five search categories were observed in the NSDL search logs.

**Conclusion**

The study shows that in both domain-specific large-scale digital libraries created for different user communities, users preferred a basic keyword search to advanced search options; this observation correlates with results of earlier studies, which found that users of online catalogs and other information retrieval systems tend to prefer simple keyword searches, although evidence from more recent studies shows an upward trend in the use of faceted searches in online catalogs. However, the level of advanced searching observed by the authors of this article in both large-scale digital libraries is high compared with the findings of studies of user searching on the web or in online databases. This may indicate higher a proportion of domain expert users in large-scale digital libraries, as many user studies report that selection of advanced search options increases with increase in user domain knowledge. While NSDL users engaged in advanced searches much more often than OH users, this finding might in part be explained by interface differences between the two large-scale digital libraries, as more search limit options are offered by the NSDL interface. This study also found lower average search query lengths than most transaction log analysis studies of online catalogs and web search engines, as summarized by Markey, with exception of the study of New Zealand Digital Library, the query lengths observed in which were very close with the query lengths observed in the present study.

This study revealed that user searching differed substantially between two digital libraries that are aimed at serving different domains and user populations. For example, the search queries of the NSDL users varied more widely in length, on average were longer, and occurred more frequently than the search queries of OH users. As shown by this study, search queries of the OH users varied more widely in frequency and contained more search categories than search queries of the NSDL users. In addition, the frequency of occurrence of particular search categories in user search queries displayed noticeable differences between the two domain-specific digital libraries. Two search categories—concept and object—occurred significantly more often in the search queries of the NSDL users while several others—place, person, corporate body, ethnic group, event, and class of persons—occurred significantly more often in OH search queries.

Based on the results of this study, the conclusion can be made that geographical and personal names continue to be prevalent in humanities users' searches, while object search—objects not reported by earlier studies also have prominence. The generally low level of event searching in a large-scale digital library in the US history domain (only 10 percent of the OH user search queries contain an event search category) observed in this study is somewhat unexpected.

Interface design may have somewhat contributed to user searching differences between OH and the NSDL. Additional investigation into this factor is needed and will be carried out by the authors of this paper. Nevertheless, some of the most statistically significant findings of this exploratory study bear practical implications for digital library developers. For example, the differences revealed by this study suggest that developers of digital libraries serving the STEM population need to give more priority to providing faceted search options and search result limits and to documenting the concepts and objects (including genres, formats, etc.) in
metadata records. At the same time, as the user-searching data collected by this study suggests, developers of cultural heritage digital libraries that are aimed at serving educators, students, and researchers in the areas of history—and possibly also related social science fields—need to document a wider variety of item attributes in their metadata than need to be documented by their colleagues developing STEM digital libraries, and to pay particular attention to documenting the persons and places in their metadata. User experience can be improved if large-scale digital libraries—regardless of domain—supply an option to limit search results by geographical area, which is suggested by the high proportion of place searching observed in this study.

The need for advanced search options in the user interface of large-scale digital libraries has been proven in the surveys of digital library users. For instance, in the European Library, the majority (81 percent) of users expressed preference for advanced search. The study reported in this paper provides empirical support that is based on actual user behavior in large-scale digital libraries. By doing this, it makes a substantial contribution to establishing the importance of advanced search options in the digital library user interface—the options that are currently often neglected by digital library developers. In particular, the prevalence of subject searching among the users of both digital libraries, which was observed in this study, suggests that provision of the subject-based advanced search option should be prioritized in the design of large-scale digital libraries, regardless of domain.

As a result of uneven levels of use of the two digital libraries that served targets of this study, sample sizes differed substantially. In future comparative analysis studies of user searching, the difference in the levels of use of the digital libraries should be taken into consideration. For example, to make the sample sizes more comparable while still drawing the samples over the same period, future research could compare a complete sample of the search queries from a less heavily used digital library to a random subset of search queries from a more heavily used digital library.

This exploratory study used a single data collection method—transaction logs—to assess digital library users’ searching. To obtain a more complete picture of user searching in large-scale domain-specific digital libraries, more studies that combine both unobtrusive (e.g., in-depth transaction log analysis) and obtrusive (e.g., interview, observation, survey of digital library users) methods and triangulate the results are needed. These future investigations will also need to increase the number of target domain-specific digital libraries to represent wider variety of domains, and to include domain-independent digital libraries that serve a broader general audience.

The results of this exploratory study can also be used in building domain-specific user models for digital library users in the history domain and the STEM meta-disciplinary domain. To build such user models, additional data that were not the focus of this investigation need to be collected and analyzed. One example of such important additional data collection and analysis include session-level transaction log analysis that will go beyond the individual search query and include sequence of search queries, as well as other user interactions with digital libraries, such as browsing and viewing of metadata records. Another example is comparative analysis of traffic in cultural heritage and STEM digital libraries at various time scales: daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly.
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